
RESPECT WITHIN REACH
Progressions is the only company of its kind to offer homes throughout southeast Michigan –

with homes in Rochester Hills, Macomb Township and Oakland Township, plus transitional living

apartment programs in St. Clair Shores and Sterling Heights. As residents recover, they move

into increasingly independent homes, all with the comfort and safety of home.

51145 Nicole�e Drive, Chesterfield, Michigan 48047

(586) 228-9991
PROGRESSIONSCARE.COM

care. comfort. community. care. comfort. community.



EXHAUSTIVE SERVICES
PERSONAL TOUCH
Life enrichment is a core value at Progressions. Everything we do works toward 
the common goal of improving residents’ lives. Not just physically. But mentally, 
socially and spiritually. That’s because every service begins with a question: 
“How will this be�er the client’s life?” We get be�er outcomes by working toward 
common goals, which start with a mutual agreement between the treatment 
team and client. Everything is done together. If something doesn’t work, we’ll 
try something different until it does. At Progressions, we never give up.

BEAUTY AND PRIVACY
No one wants to live in a “group home”, and Progressions doesn’t look like one, 
even though it is a treatment facility. Designed with the same amenities you would 
find in luxury homes, each location is built to accommodate barrier-free lifestyles. 
But you’d hardly notice. No one shares a bedroom. There are plenty of places and 
spaces to get away and decompress when stressors are at their peak.

COMPASSIONATE 
AND THERAPEUTIC 
At Progressions, it’s about living life. Not living out life. With therapy, we hope for 
recovery. With hope and encouragement, we challenge clients with more therapy. 
With support, we stand with clients throughout the recovery process. Together. 
Progressions focuses on each client’s strengths and moves forward. What sets 
it apart is the dynamic Life Enrichment Program that focuses on each resident’s 
growth and mental well-being.  We inspire higher levels of functioning that 
increase quality of life and self-worth.   

EXPERT CARE 
THE COMFORTS OF HOME
Recovery begins today. Combining the very best medical care with the 

comforts of home, Progressions reinvents the very concept of long-term 

care for those with traumatic brain injury or spinal cord injury. A world 

removed from traditional, clinical facilities, we’re a community of healers 

with one goal: Moving forward from catastrophic injury with dignity

everyone deserves. Progressions pays attention to every detail so you

and your family can pay attention to what’s most important. Health.
PROGRESSION AT
PROGRESSIONS

One of the first questions at  Progressions is 

“What is the ultimate goal?” In many cases, 

it’s a comprehensive discharge plan to the 

next level of recovery. We offer all levels of 

residential programming that provides the 

right amount of support each client needs 

and deserves. If it is residential group living, 

transitional living or supportive living, our 

clients have access to the highest standard of 

care to support them along the path of recovery.


